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Dr.Sakineh Asadzadeh()
 
Sakineh Asadzadeh, Born (25/Aug/1989)   in Iran, Ph.d in Private Law, working
in Ministry of Justice as a law employee.
The author of the law and poetry books (Hayali Damlacik, Siirden
Yayincilik,2019)   in Türkiye- (Under The Azure Sky,2021, Authorspress/Antology
of Poetry)   in India-(Atunis Galaxy Anthology,2022, Lulu.com/Anthology of
Poetry)   in South Carolina - (Mustard Earring,2022, Austin MaculeyPublishers)
in New York- (Fiery Thunder, Arshadan Publication,2020) , (Garnet Gray,2019-
Muskwillow Jujub,2019 - Imaginary Dropper,2018- New Moon/poetry
collection,2020, Narvan Publication) , (At the Zero Time/poetry collection,2021,
Anan Publication) , (Cigarette butts are full of thoughts, poetry collection,2021,
Anan Publication) , (Three A/poetry collection,2021, Anan Publication/English
Version) , (Old Dandelion/2022, Anan Publication)   in Iran- (Legal status of
Contractual Groups, Majd Publication,2019)   in Iran, the political assistant in
ministry of foreign and research assistant and translator in international
association of universities Muslim professors. teaching the law courses in the
university.
Awards include The First International Scientific, Literature and Arts Festival of
Saadi/2020, Second National Festival of Superior Writes of Human Sciences
(Allameh Jafari/2020) , The 4th Festival of the Best Dissertations of Iran (Special
Award of Professor Hesabi/2020) , (Superior Researcher/2018) , (Best Law
Employers/2017) .
Also the poems ' Hayat Gölgesi ', ' Zaman Çekirdekcesi '(Siirden Dergisi,69
sayisi, Türkiye)   /'Regret for the soil' (Grihaswamini, international e-magazine,
India)   / ' Distillate of Bittern ' and ' Solar of Buttercups ' (Atunis Galaxy Poetry,
Netherland)   / ' Göklerin Yüzü ' (Siirden Dergisi,60 sayisi, Türkiye)   / ' Benim
Agir Kederim ' (Siirden Dergisi,59 sayisi, Türkiye)   / ' Hayalin Dansi ' and ' Askin
Tekbiri ' (Siirden Dergisi,58 sayisi, Türkiye)   / ' Disheveled Mini-Crow ' (Sayeh
Newspaper,2257 no, Iran)   /' The rainbow of your eyes' (Sayeh Newspaper,2547
no, Iran)   / ' The worldview's Mirror ' (Sayeh Newspaper,2546 no, Iran)   / '
Pathetic Propositions ' (Weekly Information Magazine,3962 no, Iran)   / ' Agate
Earring ' (Iranian Peace Studies Scientific Association, Notes of Peace,2022, Iran)
 / ' Dilegin Tonu ' (Siir Sarnici,13 sayisi, Türkiye)   have been published.
Participant in Lady of Love's gallery & Galleryarts, (Nuray Sarayi)   Istanbul
Türkiye,2022/ Las Laguna's art gallery, (Dertli Anahtar)   United States of
America, California,2022/Kala Vithika art gallery, (Sunflower & Garden of love)
India,2022/International Art Magazine of Parsforte (Dertli Anahtar & Çiçekler
Vadisi) , Summer Season,2022.
Interviews in 2020 with Tabriz Bidar/2020 with Ana news agency, Islamic Azad
university's news agency, Tasnim news agency/ 2022 with International Art



Magazine of Parsforte, Spring Season.
Writer the 10 articles about the contracts and comparative study of agreements,
so curious, humour, thoughtful and the favourites are playing the piano, music,
exercise, reading the law, literature and culture books and articles about them
and etc...



Wanted Valley
 
Oh my wanted valley
What should I look at?
Because you and the meaning of your immortality
Are the whole of my world
Oh the desire and desirable
My whole word
Stand in my two throne eyes
The eternal kindness
What should I think about?
To tranquil my heart
From attachment to your adytum pillars
Oh my companion
And the predecessor marvel without any distinction
Tell me...
What should my eternal patience to do?
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Queen Of Shadow
 
At sunset
Dawn scattered across the sky
The weather vane is blooming
And a sparrow-like traveler
Curling until morning
Accompany the queen of shadow
With hours of eye contact
Like the ice melted
Or like fire flamed
As if a calm will arise
In the storm of life
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You Are Wherever
 
You are wherever
When I start the day
When the sun shines
When the moon shines
You are here...
By my side
Nearby of my glumnesses
You are wherever
When I am looking for myself
In the past, present and the future
When I turn back the time
To review the memories
When I feel my heartbeats
It seems my heart wants to fly to you...
You are a piece of me
And I am full of life
You are a butterfly of garden of Eden
And I am full of you
You are wherever
When I drink a coffee
Whilst I am watching your beauties
Whilst I am thinking about your thoughts
You are all the times
On the flowing of dews...
On the manifestation of sunbows
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Shadows Of Your Eyes
 
In this land
When I am walking
I see the effects of love
And foot prints of life
I know, a little further
I will find
The shadows of your eyes
The blues of worldwide's vasting
That didn't have any slashing
That didn't have any final
I will share my beauties
To the world creations
I will reflect
The peace of mind and mental
To all of nature
I will remind
The shadows of your eyes
On excuse of my love
My love to see your shiny
My love to feel my heartbeats
Deeply and...
Stable...
Like the power of moon
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Fly Beyond The Azure
 
One day...
I want to fly
Beyond the azure
And to rip the membranes of insipience
One day...
I want to turn back your world
For imagination the soft habitudes
For being a correlated macrocosm
One day...
I want to take your hand
And to flounder like a peacock
One day...
I want to became the shadow of sun
For lighting your inside
For Creating the new gates of life
One day...
I want to spray on the azure
The magical love colors
To paint the tableau of your archly senses
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